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To elucidate the spin dynamics of La2−xSrxCuO4, which couples with the charge degree of freedom, the spin excita-
tions spanning the characteristic energy (Ecross ∼35–40 meV) are investigated for underdoped x = 0.10 and optimally
doped (OP) x = 0.16 through inelastic neutron scattering measurements. Analysis based on two-component picture of
high-quality data clarified the possible coexistence of uprightly standing incommensurate (IC) excitations with gapless
commensurate (C) excitations in the energy-momentum space. The IC component weakens the intensity toward Ecross

with increasing energy transfer (~ω), whereas the C component strengthens at high-~ω regions. The analysis results
imply that the superposition of two components with a particular intensity balance forms an hourglass-shaped excitation
in appearance. Furthermore, the temperature dependence of the intensity of each component exhibits different behaviors;
the IC component disappears near the pseudo-gap temperature (T*) upon warming, whereas the C component is robust
against temperature. These results suggest the itinerant electron spin nature and the localized magnetism of the parent
La2CuO4 in IC and C excitations, respectively, similar to the spin excitations in the OP YBa2Cu3O6+δ and HgBa2CuO4+δ

with higher superconducting-transition temperatures.

1. Introduction
Spin dynamics in doped lamellar cuprate oxide is a fun-

damental issue in solid-state physics. Hole doping modifies
the spin–wave excitation in Mott insulators1, 2) to unconven-
tional hourglass-shaped excitations in the superconducting
(SC) phase of single-layer La2−x(Sr, Ba)xCuO4 (La214)3–5)

and double-layer YBa2Cu3O6+δ (Y123).6, 7) Hourglass exci-
tations are composed of four low-energy incommensurate
(IC) peaks at (0.5±δ,0.5)/(0.5,0.5±δ) below the waist en-
ergy (Ecross) and outwardly dispersive high-energy excitations
above Ecross. 3–5) Inelastic neutron scattering (INS) measure-
ments on the optimally doped (OP) Y123 (SC transition tem-
perature Tc = 93 K) indicated particle–hole pair excitations
below ∼Ecross and local spin dynamics in higher energy trans-
fers (~ω) region.8) Similarly, the itinerant spin nature in the
gapped downward branch has been clarified for a nearly OP
single-layer HgBa2CuO4+δ (Hg1201 Tc = 88K).9) Hence, the
origin of the magnetic response would be common in OP
cuprates with relatively high-Tc, irrespective of the number
of layers in the unit cell, i.e., the crystal structure.

Meanwhile, in the La214 system, the origin of entire mag-
netic excitations are discussed in terms of localized spin and
charge stripes because the one-dimensionally aligned spin and
charge domains are statically stabilized around x = 1/8.10)

Several theoretical models, including not only the stripe (lad-
der) model,11, 12) but also the spiral,13) Lifshitz spin liquid,14)

and Fermi surface nesting models15, 16) have been proposed
to reproduce hourglass-shaped excitations. However, owing
to the insufficient experimental resolution and the intensity
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of the neutron beam in earlier measurements, the determi-
nation of adequate models from the observed fuzzy spec-
tra was difficult.17) Furthermore, the gapped excitations in
La2−xSrxCuO4 for 0.16 ≤ x ≤ 0.21 exhibited other charac-
teristics of spin fluctuations, i.e., the local spin susceptibility
(χ′′) as a function of ~ω shows the peak-dip-hump structure
with the peak- and hump-energies of ∼20 meV and ∼50 meV,
respectively.4, 18) This structured χ′′ suggests the existence of
two characteristic energies for the spin fluctuations. Hence,
the elucidation of the origin of such excitations would be es-
sential to bridge the understanding of spin dynamics in La214
having a lower optimal Tc and that in a high-Tc cuprate fam-
ily.

In this study, we performed INS measurements on a LSCO
to determine the detailed magnetic excitations in the ~ω range
below ∼60 meV encompassing Ecross ∼35–40 meV of x =

0.10 – 0.16.4, 19) To clarify the common feature of excitations
in the SC phase, underdoped (UD) LSCOs with x = 0.10 (Tc
= 29 K) and OP ones at x = 0.16 (Tc = 38 K) were mea-
sured. The former exhibited an IC magnetic order below 20
K,20) whereas the latter indicated a clear spin gap in the exci-
tations with the gap energy of ∼ 4 meV.21–23) Analysis based
on the two-component picture, in which IC and C components
were assumed to coexist in the wide ~ω range, yielded a gap-
less C component (spin-wave-like excitation) and an uprightly
standing IC component, which faded away around Ecross with
increasing ~ω. The IC component weakened gradually to-
ward the pseudo-gap (PG) temperature (T*) upon warming,
whereas the C component was robust against temperature.
These results suggest the itinerant spin nature in the IC com-
ponent and the residual local antiferromagnetic correlations
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Table I. Experimental conditions (Sr concentration, incident neutron en-
ergy, chopper frequency, energy-resolution (FWHM) at 40 meV (20 meV),
momentum-resolution (FWHM) at 40 meV (20 meV) and (0.5, 0.5) and mea-
sured temperature)

x Ei (meV) f (Hz) ∆E (meV) ∆h (r.l.u.) T (K)
0.10 60.4 (30.1) 250 1.3 (0.6) 0.05 (0.04) 5, 250
0.16 71.1 (33.7) 250 2.2 (0.8) 0.06 (0.04) 5, 300

of the parent La2CuO4 in the C component, as reported for
OP Y1238) and OP Hg12029) with higher Tc.

2. Experimental Details
The single crystals of LSCO (x = 0.10 and 0.16) for the INS

measurements were grown by the traveling-solvent floating-
zone method. The typical size of the crystal was 8 mm in
diameter and 40 mm in length. Five single crystals were co-
aligned with a total mosaic less than 1.5◦, and the entire mass
weighed 71 and 55 g for x = 0.10 and 0.16, respectively. We
confirmed a sharp superconducting transition at the onset of
Tc = 29 and 38 K for x = 0.10 and 0.16, respectively, by mag-
netic susceptibility measurements using an SC quantum inter-
ference device magnetometer (Quantum Design MPMS). The
evaluated Tc was consistent with that reported previously.24)

Furthermore, we directly measured the actual composition
by inductively coupled plasma atomic emission spectroscopy
measurements and confirmed that it was approximately the
same as the nominal values.

The INS experiments were performed on the Fermi chop-
per spectrometer 4-SEASONS installed at BL01 of the Ma-
terials and Life Science Experimental Facility in J-PARC.25)

Using the repetition-rate multiplication method,26, 27) we effi-
ciently collected the magnetic scattering intensity by utilizing
a series of incident energies (Ei) in a single measurement. We
used Ei = 30.1 and 60.4 meV for x = 0.10 (Ei = 33.7 and 71.1
meV for x = 0.16) and the chopper frequency ( f ) of 250 Hz
to investigate the magnetic excitation below ∼60 meV cover-
ing Ecross. The latter Ei with f = 250 Hz provided an energy-
resolution (∆E) of 1.3 meV (2.2 meV) and a momentum reso-
lution along the tetragonal direction (∆h) of 0.05 (0.06) at ~ω
= 40 meV and at Q = (0.5, 0.5).28) The experimental condi-
tions for both samples are summarized in Table. I. Compared
to the previous measurements,17) the signal-to-noise (S/N) ra-
tio improved from 0.5 to 1.3. The statistical accuracy of in-
tensity was increased with the statistical error to the signal
ration from 0.069 to 0.015 within a reasonable measurement
time (36–52 h at each temperature). The representative spec-
tra at ∼Ecross in the present and previous measurements17) are
shown in Fig. 1. We shifted the spectra obtained in the previ-
ous measurements downward for a clear comparison. More-
over, we successfully obtained high-quality data in this study.
In the figure, horizontal bars indicate the momentum resolu-
tion in the full width at half maximum (FWHM) along the
k-direction in (0.5, k).

The differential cross-section for a magnetic inelastic scat-
tering is expressed as follows:

d2σ

dΩdE
=

2(γre)2

πg2µ2
B

k f

ki
S (Q, ~ω)| f (Q)|2. (1)

Here, (γre)2 =0.2905 [barn], g = 2, and µB is the Bohr magne-

Fig. 1. (Color online) Constant-~ω slices of χ”(Q, ~ω) at around Ecorss in
La2−xSrxCuO4 (a) x = 0.10 and (b) 0.16. The spectra are compared with
the previously obtained ones by our measurement to show the improvement
in data quality.17) The spectra obtained in the previous study were shifted
downward for a clear comparison. The horizontal bars represent the momen-
tum resolution.

ton. ki and k f represent the initial and final neutron wave vec-
tors, respectively. The S (Q, ~ω) ( f (Q)) is a dynamical struc-
ture factor (a magnetic form factor), which corresponds to the
Fourier transform of the spin–spin correlation function of the
target system (Fourier transform of the spin density distribu-
tion in the real space). S (Q, ~ω) is related to the dynamical
spin susceptibility χ”(Q, ~ω) through fluctuation–dissipation
theorem,

S (Q, ~ω) = χ′′(Q, ~ω)
1

1 − e−
~ω

kBT

. (2)

The scattering intensity was converted into S (Q, ~ω) in the
absolute units using the magnetic form factor f (Q) for the Cu
3dx2−y2 orbital and the incoherent cross-section of the sam-
ples. In this study, we analyzed S (Q, ~ω) and evaluated the
momentum-integrated χ′′(Q, ~ω) (χ′′(~ω)) to discuss the two
components in the excitation spectra. The momentum trans-
fer (h, k, l) was labeled in units of reciprocal lattice with a* =

b* = 1.661 (1.663) Å−1 and c* = 0.4758 (0.4748) Å−1 in the
tetragonal notation for x =0.10 (0.16).

3. Experimental Results
In Figs. 2 (a)–(h), the constant-~ω spectra are shown along

the diagonal [1, -1] direction through (0.5, 0.5). In the spec-
trum along this direction, the phonon intensity can be elimi-
nated; therefore, the detailed structure of the magnetic signal
can be investigated. The horizontal bars in the figure represent
the momentum resolution. The thermal factor was corrected
for the spectrum at each ~ω after subtracting the constant
background. At 5 K, the IC structure can be observed for ~ω
. 23 meV (27 meV) in x = 0.10 (0.16). The IC peaks vanished
or became a broad single peak at high temperatures, whereas
the C peak at the high-~ω region indicated a negligible or
weak temperature dependence. This thermal evolution of ex-
citation spectra was observed in L1.875aBa0.125CuO4.29) There-
fore, the IC structure is characteristic of low-temperature
magnetic excitations.

Following earlier studies, we first analyzed the spec-
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Fig. 2. (Color online) Constant-~ω slices of χ”(Q, ~ω) along [1, -1] direc-
tion at several energies in La2−xSrxCuO4 with (a)–(d) x = 0.10 and (e)–(h) x
= 0.16. The horizontal bars correspond to the momentum resolution. Fitting
results of incommensurability δ and peak-width 2κC (FWHM) of C compo-
nent obtained by assuming only IC and C component respectively for (i), (k)
x = 0.10 and (j)–(l) x = 0.16. (See the text.) The thick bars provide visual
guidance. In Fig. 2 (j), the gray line represents the result extracted from Ref.
4. The solid lines in Figs. 2 (k) and (l) represent the momentum resolution as
a function of ~ω.

tra at 5 K by considering four equivalent isotropic IC
peaks at (0.5±δ,0.5)/(0.5,0.5±δ).3–5) In the analysis, two-
dimensional Gaussian functions were used to describe
the IC peaks, and least-squares fitting was performed on
χ′′(Q, ~ω). Here, the fitting parameters are the peak inten-
sity, incommensurability(δ), and the width of the IC peaks in
FWHM (2κIC). The solid lines in Figs. 2 (a)–(h) are the fitting
results. For x = 0.10, the superposition of four IC peaks rea-
sonably reproduced a broad single peak above ∼23 meV and
a signal below ∼23 meV. However, as shown in Fig. 2 (i), the
evaluated δ as a function of ~ω shows an anomalous kink at
∼23 meV; the constant values of δ differ at above and below
∼23 meV.

The same trend was observed for x = 0.16. (See Fig. 2 (j).)
This result differs from the gradual decrease in δwith increas-
ing ~ω, which has been reported in earlier studies. In Fig. 2 (j),
the ~ω-dependence of δ reported for x = 0.16 is represented

Fig. 3. (Color online) Magnetic excitation spectrum in La2−xSrxCuO4 with
(a) x = 0.10 and (b) x = 0.16. The spectrum were obtained by subtract-
ing χ”(Q, ~ω) at 250 K (300 K) from that at 5 K for x = 0.10 (x = 0.16).
Color bars indicate the residual dynamical spin susceptibility in units of
µ2

Bsr−1eV−1Cu−1. (c) Schematics of assumed spectra for the analysis, where
IC and C components coexist in the energy and momentum spaces. (See the
text.)

by a gray solid line.4) Hence, the high-quality data obtained
with better experimental resolution and S/N ratio yielded a
new aspect in magnetic excitations. This discontinuous be-
havior is difficult to understand based on either the stripe or
nesting model. The anomaly is likely owing to the analysis,
which assumes only the IC component and provides strong
evidence for the coexistence of C and IC components.

To obtain further insights into the coexistence of the two
components, the high-temperature spectra were subtracted
from the low-temperature ones. Figures 3 (a) and (b) show
the residual χ”(Q, ~ω) for x = 0.10 and 0.16, respectively. The
vertical and horizontal axes correspond to ~ω and h in (h, 0.5),
respectively. The magnetic excitations with upright IC struc-
ture are revealed, i.e., the δ and κ are almost constant with re-
spect to ~ω. Subsequently, we reanalyzed the low-temperature
spectra by assuming the coexistence of C and vertically stand-
ing IC components. In the fitting process, we used fixed val-
ues for δ and 2κIC of 0.076 (r.l.u.) and 0.05 (r.l.u.) for x = 0.10
(0.107 (r.l.u.) and 0.05 (r.l.u.) for x = 0.16) in the entire ~ω
range, which are the average values for ~ω ≤ Ekink obtained
from the analysis above by considering only the IC compo-
nent. This assumption is consistent with the experimental fact
that δ and κIC are almost ~ω-independent below ∼50 meV in
the overdoped (OD) LSCO with x = 0.22, in which the IC
structure was more apparent owing to the strong suppression
of the C component around ∼50 meV.30, 31) Furthermore, we
assumed a linear relation between the peak-width for the C
component (2κC) and ~ω. For the evaluation of 2κC, we an-
alyzed the spectra above Ekink by assuming an isotropic C
peak centered at (0.5, 0.5). The spectra were fitted by a two-
dimensional Gaussian function, and the fitted results of 2κC
for x = 0.10 and 0.16 are shown in Figs. 2 (k) and (l), respec-
tively. The additional data obtained with Ei = 177.4 meV is
plotted for x = 0.10. We estimated 2κC for the low-~ω region
from the extrapolation of the results at a high-~ω region and
then used the evaluated values for further analysis. Hence, the
fitting parameters were the intensity of the C and IC com-
ponents. In the previous two-component analysis, the change
in magnetic components crossing Ecross was assumed.3–5) By
contrast, the present modified two-component picture consid-
ered the coexistence of IC and C components at the constant
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Fig. 4. (Color online) The measured χ′′(Q, ~ω) for La2−xSrxCuO4 with (a)
x = 0.10 at 24 meV and (b) x = 0.16 at 18 meV. Corresponding spectra in (b),
(c) x = 0.10 and (h), (i) x = 0.16 sliced along the directions shown in Fig.
4 (d) and (j). In the figure, the purple line represents the best-fitting results
by two-component analysis, and blue and red lines represent the IC and C
components, respectively. The reproduced χ′′(Q, ~ω) for (d) ((j)) the super-
position of the two components and (e), (f) ((k)–(l)) the individual component
for x = 0.10 (x = 0.16) with the parameters obtained by fitting.

~ω. The representative fitting results for x = 0.10 and 0.16
are depicted in Figs. 4 (b), (c), (h), and (i). All the spectra,
including the flat-top features, can be well reproduced by the
superposition of two components. In the figure, the purple line
is the best-fitting result. The red and blue lines represent the
C and IC components, respectively. The intensity distribution
of each component as well as the total intensity in the (h, k)
plane are shown in Figs. 4 (e), (f), and (d) for x = 0.10, re-
spectively (Figs. 4 (k), (l), and (j) for x = 0.16, respectively).
The overall shape of the total intensity agreed reasonably well
with the observed spectra. (Figs. 4 (a) and (g).)

Next, we present the resultant ~ω-dependence of decom-
posed χ” for each component as one of the main results of
this study. Figures 5 (a) and (b) ((c) and (d)) represent χ” for

Fig. 5. (Color online) Local spin susceptibility for decomposed (a), (c) IC
(closed square) and (b), (d) C components (closed circle) in x = 0.10 and
0.16. The solid lines provide visual guidance. The open circle indicates the
C component at high temperatures. Inset figure in Fig. 5 (c) represents the
schematics of spectra used for the analysis, where IC and C components are
assumed to coexist in the energy and momentum spaces.

the IC and C components for x = 0.10 (0.16), respectively.
The result of the analysis indicates the existence of the IC
component at 5 K below ∼40 meV, which is comparable to
Ecross. The χ” for IC component in UD x = 0.10 decreased
gradually with increasing ~ω, whereas that in OP x = 0.16
exhibited a gap structure with the gap energy of ∼5 meV.
These features were consistent with the results obtained us-
ing triple-axis spectrometers.21–23) Meanwhile, the intensity
of the C component increased from the low-~ω region with
increasing ~ω and strengthened at a higher ~ω. At high tem-
peratures, no obvious IC peaks were observed at all measured
~ω. Therefore, we analyzed the spectra at 250 and 300 K by
the C component only. As shown in Fig. 5, the C component
remained at an intensity comparable to that at 5 K. Hence,
these results suggest the individual thermal evolution of the
two components.

To confirm the different temperature dependences of χ” for
the two components, the analysis above based on the two-
component picture was applied to the spectra for ~ω = 10
meV at several temperatures. For evaluation, we mainly used
the data of x = 0.10 obtained previously using the same spec-
trometer.32) Although the measurements were performed with
a relatively poor experimental resolution, the decomposition
of χ should be applicable to the spectrum in the low-~ω re-
gion, as the spectral change from IC to C upon warming was
observed. In Figs. 6 (a)–(e), the spectra at 10 meV slice along
the diagonal direction are shown. The IC peaks damped grad-
ually upon warming and transformed into a C peak at high
temperatures. As shown by the blue and red lines, which rep-
resent the best-fitting of the IC and C components, respec-
tively, the relative intensity of the C component increased with
temperature. Fig. 6 (f) shows the temperature dependence of
χ for the IC component (χIC) and that for the C component
(χC) at 10 meV. χ was normalized such that the total intensity
at 5 K became 1. More importantly, the IC component weak-
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Fig. 6. (Color online) (a)–(e) Magnetic excitation along [1, -1] direction
in x = 0.10 at different temperatures. The purple line is the best-fitting re-
sult by two-component analysis; blue and red lines represent the IC and C
components, respectively. The temperature dependence of local spin suscep-
tibility of each component at (f) 10 meV and (g) 45 meV. The circle and
triangle symbols correspond to the IC and C components, respectively. The
closed and open symbols represent the results of the analysis for the present
and previously measured data, respectively.32) The thick lines provide visual
guidance.

ened toward T*, which was determined by the angle-resolved
photoemission spectroscopy measurement.33) By contrast, the
C component strengthened slightly upon heating in the entire
temperature range. We plotted the intensity for ~ω = 45 meV,
as shown in Fig. 6 (g), where only the commensurate peak
was observed. The intensity was approximately constant at
low temperatures and began to decrease at ∼T* upon warm-
ing. This behavior was consistent with the observation for the
LSCO with x = 0.075, which indicated the modulation of the
spin-wave-like high-~ω branch into a broad ridge centered at
(0.5, 0.5) upon warming by crossing T*. As the origin of mod-
ulation was related to the itinerant carriers, the similarity sug-
gested that the C component was part of the spin-wave-like
excitations appearing in the high-~ω region and reflected the
localized spin nature below T*.35)

4. Discussion
In this study, we analyzed the high-quality data based on

the two-component picture and obtained new findings regard-
ing magnetic excitations. First, both decomposed χIC and χC
in magnetically ordered UD x = 0.10 and OP x = 0.16 showed
similar ~ω-dependence, except for the difference in the low-
temperature χIC below ∼ 5 meV. Therefore, the characteristics
of magnetic excitations in the two samples were the same, and
the origin of the entire excitations was considered to be identi-
cal. The results of two-component analysis further suggested
a new perspective on the hourglass excitation. Because 2κC
was narrower than the distance between a pair of IC peaks
(constant 2δ) in the low-~ω region, the superposition of the

Fig. 7. (Color online) Schematics of the decomposed magnetic excitations,
and the local spin susceptibilities of (a) UD La124, OD La124, and (c) OP
Y123 and Ha1201, which were inferred from the two-component picture.

two components with a particular intensity balance formed an
hourglass-shaped excitation. Therefore, Ecross corresponded
to ~ω, where the C component dominated with increasing ~ω.
Although the extension mechanism of the IC structure in the
low-~ω region to the high-~ω region remain unclear, the up-
right structure was a solid feature of the IC component. The
uprightly standing structure and the thermal evolution of the
IC component were consistent with the theoretical study by
Norman that indicated the appearance of particle–hole pair
excitations in PG and SC states.15) Therefore, we speculate
that most of the low-~ω components except for low-~ω, where
the spectra between UD x = 0.10 and PD x = 0.16 differed,
reflects the response of the itinerant electron spins and the
spectra related to the Fermi surface topology.

Furthermore, we discovered that the C component exhib-
ited a finite intensity even in the low-~ω region at both high
and low temperatures. The χ” in x = 0.10 showed no clear
gap structure and was extrapolated to zero value at the elastic
position (~ω = 0 meV). Hence, the gapless C component ex-
tended up to the high ~ω region exceeding 200 meV.17, 19, 34)

The existence of gapless excitations implied that spin–wave-
like excitations remained in the SC phase of the LSCO with
the strong suppression of the intensity at low-~ω owing to
carrier doping. Matsuura et al. reported that the C compo-
nent can be induced in a low ~ω region by Ni doping, and
that the induced C component coexisted with the originally
existing IC component in La1.85Sr0.15Cu1−yNiyO4.36) The in-
tensity appeared gradually from the higher ~ω region below
Ecross ∼ 40 meV of the pristine LSCO owing to Ni substitu-
tion and increased in the lower-~ω region with the amount of
Ni. This Ni-induced structural change was interpreted as the
extension of the upward branch of the hourglass excitation to
the lower energies with a reduce in the minimum energy of
the branch (C component) from Ecross for y = 0 to 0 meV for
y = 0.04.36, 37) In the present two-component picture, such an
increase in intensity at the C position was assumed to be due
to the enhancement of the inherently existing C component.
As mentioned above, the particular ~ω-dependence of the χIC
and χC components determines Ecross. Hence, the enhance-
ment of the C component at the lower ~ω with increasing y
resulted in the reduction in Ecross. In any case, the magnetic
excitations in La1.85Sr0.15Cu1−yNiyO4 supported the presence
of low-energy C components and the coexistence of C and IC
components at a constant ~ω.

Finally, we present the difference in and the unified view
of magnetic excitations in a few cuprate oxides. For the IC
component, the low-Tc La214 exhibited a large intensity in
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the low-~ω region, whereas the high-Tc Y213 and Hg1201
showed a gap structure with the gap energy of ∼30 – 40 meV.
Additionally, our analysis revealed a difference in the C com-
ponent between the two families, i.e., the C component in the
present LSCO exhibited a gapless feature, whereas OP YBCO
and OP Hg1201 showed no well-defined C components below
the resonance energy near Ecross. The absence of the intensity
of the C component at the lower ~ω region was also observed
in the OD LSCO; the hump structure in χ at ∼50 meV present
in the UD LSCO was suppressed, and the magnetic intensity
emerged above ∼100 meV with increasing ~ω.30) Consider-
ing a nearly ~ω-independent χ” in La2CuO4,38) we speculate
that the spin–wave-like gapless excitation loses intensity in
the lower-~ω region upon doping.39) In this context, the low-
~ω C component of the OP high-Tc family is significantly
damped owing to the prominent effect from carrier doping.
The difference in the C component (spin–wave-like gapless
excitation) between the OP low-Tc La214 and OP high-Tc
family suggests the differing natures of the AF correlations
of local moments between the OP sample of the two fami-
lies. The schematic excitation spectra inferred from the two-
component picture and the reported χ” are shown in Fig. 7 for
UD4) and OD La214,5) and OP Y1238) and Hg1201.9) In the
present study, we considered the two components separately;
however, it may be necessary to examine the correlation be-
tween them. To understand the coexistence of the IC and C
components in the reciprocal space, the corresponding real
space image must be elucidated.

5. Summary
Magnetic excitations in La2−xSrxCuO4 with UD x = 0.10

and OP x = 0.16 were analyzed based on a two-component
picture, which considered the coexistence of IC and C compo-
nents. At low temperatures, the decomposed uprightly stand-
ing component faded away around Ecross upon increasing ~ω,
whereas the gapless C component (spin–wave-like excitation)
increased with the intensity. Within the two-component pic-
ture, it was interpreted that a particular intensity balance of
the two components formed an hourglass-shaped excitation,
and Ecross corresponded to ~ω, where the C component dom-
inated with increasing ~ω. Upon warming, the IC component
disappeared near the pseudo-gap temperature, whereas the C
component was robust against temperature. These results are
qualitatively similar to those of the excitations in the high-Tc
family of Y123 and Hg1201, which suggest the itinerant and
localized spin nature of IC and C components, respectively.
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